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Address DI - Organisation for Erhvervslivet Bright Green 
H.C. Andersen Boulevard 18 
1787 Kopenhagen

Country Denmark

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Bright Green - The largest parallel event at the COP15 in Copenhagen. Bright Green takes place December 12-13, 2009 at the venue called Forum
Copenhagen in central Copenhagen in parallel with the United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP15). Visiting this event is a unique
opportunity to meet with the world´s most innovative climate tech companies and to be inspired to go bright green. During the weekend the companies
stands by to showcase the huge variety of already existing technological answers to the Climate Change Challenge. In short Bright Green showcases
the business response to the climate change challenge - not only as traditional trade fair but also as a live statement aimed towards the ongoing
climate negotiations. Bright Green brings to life a universe which addresses a wide audience: official delegates, the press, business delegates and the
general public. Our aim is to attract as many business delegates and official delegates as possible from the COP. This will be facilitated by the fact that
Bright Green includes Sunday December 13 which is rest day during the political negotiations.
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